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determinant of Hessian blob detector with integral images
[9]. It has been employed in many feature detection tasks
including face recognition [11], [12]. In the presented
work the SURF algorithm is adopted for automatic
detection and description of the key-points in the subband
images obtained after applying wavelet transforms such
as DWT or GWT to capture the orientation information in
the images.
Inclusion of wavelet transform is towards developing
an orientation invariant method. The inclusion of wavelet
transform is also aimed to achieve improvement over
performance of conventional SURF [9] algorithm.
Yang et al wrote a survey of research on face detection
up to early 2001 [13]. They classify face detection
methods into four categories such as knowledge-based,
template matching, appearance-based methods, and
feature invariant approaches.
Concerning feature extraction, there are many papers
in the field of visually salient regions and obtaining
descriptors for such regions according to the tutorial
introduction [14] to salient point detectors. Since the first
corner detectors, the Moravec corner detection algorithm,
were developed in the late 1970’s, dozens of interest
point detectors have been proposed such as a Hessian
detector, Harris detector [15], Hessian/HarrisLaplacian/Affine detector [16] based on affine
normalization around Harris and Hessian points, MSER
(Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) [17] detector,
(SIFT) Scale Invariant Feature Transform [10] detector,
and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [9] detector.
Here, we aim at recognize faces with the best accuracy.
We assess SURF features for classification of faces. The
keypoints in different face subband images are
automatically detected by SURF algorithm after wavelet
transformation of face images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II
briefly describes SURF algorithm, Section III describes
wavelet transform while Section IV explains the proposed
approach. Section V shows the results using ORL face
database [18] and PUT face database [19] and pertaining
discussions, finally Section VI includes the concluding
remarks and future scopes of extending the presented
work.

Abstract—This paper presents a new approach to classify
salient points as belonging to objects in the face classes.
Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm is used to
generate feature descriptors. SURF is applied on the
subband images generated using either DWT Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) or Gabor Wavelet Transform
(GWT). The matching scores obtained from these subband
images are fused and final decision is reached. Experiments
results indicate that our proposed approach showed
increase in the performance for both wavelet transforms
when applied on the well-known ORL and PUT face
databases. 
Index Terms—face recognition, speeded-up robust features,
scale-invariant feature transform, discrete wavelet
transform, Gabor wavelet transform

I.

INTRODUCTION

Automatic face recognition is a major research area in
computer vision which aims to recognize human face
without human intervention. Significant developments in
this field have shown that in many face recognition
applications the automated algorithms outperform human
[1]. The initiative was reported year back in 1960 where
facial recognition was accomplished using geometric
information [2]. Later Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) [3] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [4]
based algorithms were developed. In recent days the
efforts are continued with applications of different
algorithms e.g. Radon and wavelet transforms [5], tensor
subspace analysis and view manifold modeling [6], Local
Fisher Discriminant analysis [7], incremental complete
LDA [8], etc. Despite of huge researches in system
performance due to different stimuli e.g. face recognition,
illumination, orientation, age, etc. it remains as one of the
major challenges. At the same time the algorithms need
to be inexpensive in terms of memory and time.
This paper presents a face recognition approach that
involves dynamics of SURF algorithm [9] which is a
robust detector of local features in an image. It is a
development over Shift Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [10] and computes integer approximation to the
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II.

SPEEDED-UP ROBUST FEATURES

where f is the central frequency of the sinusoidal plane
wave, θ is the anticlockwise rotation of the Gaussian and
the envelope wave, α is the sharpness of the Gaussian
along the major axis parallel to the wave, and β is the
sharpness of the Gaussian minor axis perpendicular to the
wave. γ = f /α and η = f /β are defined to keep the ratio
between frequency and sharpness constant [21]. The 2D
Gabor wavelet as defined in (1) has Fourier transform:

Among different feature extraction algorithms which
can identify objects in an image irrespective of wide
change of scale, affine transformation and illumination
from one image to another is the SURF algorithm. Its
distinctive features which can be extracted from any face
image to perform effective and robust matching between
images of same person with different expression and pose.
These features are invariant to image scale i.e. size and
rotation and can be used for wide range of affine
transformations.
Feature vectors through SURF [9] are formed by
means of local patterns around keypoints which are
detected using scaled up filter. Following are the major
steps to determine the SURF feature vectors of a given
image:
1) Keypoint detector: At this step, SURF keypoints are
detected using Hessian matrix approximation. The second
order Gaussian derivatives for Hessian matrix are
approximated using box filters. Keypoints are localized in
scale and image space by applying nonmaximum
suppression in a 3×3×3 neighborhood.
2) Key-point descriptor: This stage describes the
keypoints. It fixes a reproducible dominant orientation
based on information from a circular region around the
interest point. Feature vector of 64 values is computed
from the oriented square local image region around
keypoint.
SURF can be an efficient alternative for automatic
selection of interest points across face image which can
be used for extracting features. Fig. 1 shows examples of
keypoints detected with SURF descriptor.
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Figure 2. (a) The original image, (b) the magnitude (c) phase of the
Gabor kernels at 1 scale and 8 angles, (d) the magnitude and (e) phase
results of convolved face image with Gabor kernels.

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) show the magnitude and phase
of the Gabor wavelets for 1 scale and 8 angels,
respectively. At all levels, the wavelet is a Gaussian
bandpass filter. Gabor wavelets possess many properties
which make them attractive for many applications.
Directional selectivity is one of the most important of
these properties. The Gabor wavelets can be oriented to
have excellent selectivity in any desired direction. Fig.
2(d) and Fig. 2(e) show the transformation results after
applying the magnitude and phase of Gabor wavelets on
the face image, respectively. They respond strongly to
image features which are aligned in the same direction
and their response to other feature directions is weak.
Invariance properties to shifts and rotations also play an
important role in their success. In order to accurately
capture local features in face images, a space frequency
analysis is desirable. Gabor functions provide the best
tradeoff between spatial resolution and frequency
resolution. The optimal frequency-space localization
property allows Gabor wavelets to extract the maximum
amount of information from local image regions. This
optimal local representation of Gabor wavelets makes
them insensitive and robust to facial expression changes
in face recognition applications

Figure 1. Interest points in a face image using SURF.

III.

WAVELET TRANSFORM

Gabor Wavelets Transform (GWT) is best known as
tunable filters appropriate for capturing orientation
information from the image [20]. Apart from orientation,
it can also give the phase information of the pixel which
is invariant to illumination. Further, it is also an effective
tool for capturing the texture.
A Gabor wavelet filter is a Gaussian kernel function
modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave
𝜓𝑔 (x, y) =

𝑓2
𝜂𝛾𝜋

exp(𝛽2 𝑦′2 – 𝑎2 𝑥 ′2 ) exp(2𝜋 𝑗 𝑓 𝑥 ′ )

(1)

′

𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝑦 ′ = 𝑦 cos 𝜃 − 𝑥 sin 𝜃
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The representation is also insensitive to illumination
variations due to the fact that it lacks the DC component.
Last but not least, there is a strong biological relevance of
processing images by Gabor wavelets as they have
similar shapes to the respective fields of simple cells in
the primary visual cortex [20].
The 2D Discrete Wavelet Transform (2D-DWT) of a
signal is implemented by iterating the 2D analysis filter
bank on the approximate subband images. Here, at each
scale there are four subband images generated instead of
one, namely; approximation (A), horizontal (H), vertical
(V) and diagonal (D). Size of the subband images is one
fourth of the size of the original image.
Multiple levels (scales) are made by repeating the
filtering and decimation process on the approximate
output as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, DWT applied on an
image, outputs four different subband images.

Step 1: Get the face image.
Step 2: Transform face image by using DWT or GWT.
 DWT creates 4 subband images. (1 scale, 4 angles)
 GWT creates 8 subband images. (1 scale, 8 angles)
Step 3: Detect SURF keypoints from subband images.
Step 4: Extract features from SURF keypoints.
Step 5: Sum matching scores from the subband images.
Step 6: Make Decision based on highest summed
scores.

Figure 5. The block diagram of proposed approach.

Figure 3. 2D-DWT decomposition.

V.

Experiments are performed to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm, and the results
are compared with that of using SURF. The data sets we
used in the experiments are PUT and ORL standard
datasets were images have different head pose variations
and are taken at different times. There are 200 images in
probe set and 200 images in gallery set, 10 images for
one subject. Different number of images per subject was
also used to test our proposed approach. In our
experiments, features of SURF, DWT-SURF and GWTSURF are used.
10-fold was used to test performance. The program ran
10 times, each time with different randomly chosen
images for each subject. The results recorded in following
figures and tables are averaged results.

Figure 4. 2D-DWT decomposition of an image.

Each subband image provides different information
about the image. The approximation subband image is a
coarse approximation of the image and removes all high
frequency information. The horizontal subband image
removes high frequency information along the rows and
emphasizes high frequency information along the
columns so it results in an image with emphasized
vertical edges. The vertical subband image emphasizes
horizontal edges, while the diagonal subband image
emphasizes diagonal edges.
IV.

A. Results for ORL Face Images
Firstly 1 scale of DWT transformation was applied on
face images, using different wavelet filters, results are
listed in Table I.
TABLE I.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH

RECOGNITION RATE OF 1-SCALE DWT-SURF USING
DIFFERENT WAVELET FILTERS
Wavelet Filters
db1
db2
db3
db4
db5
haar

The proposed algorithm uses transformation of face
images using DWT or GWT. SURF is used to extract
features from generated subband images. Fig. 5 describes
block diagram of our proposed approach. The proposed
approach can be outlined as following steps:
©2017 Int. J. Electron. Electr. Eng.
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Recognition Rate (%)
76.82
76.72
77.51
75.32
78.55
76.82
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Performance of proposed approach was not good
enough. This can be due to the problem we faced after
transformation. SURF did not extract enough features to
describe face images. For approximate subband image,
there was zero SURF points for all images in test and
train sets. So we had to use only horizontal, vertical and
diagonal subband images of 2D-DWT decomposition.
Results of applying SURF algorithm on subband images
of DWT can be observed from Fig. 6.

B. Results for PUT Face Images
Same experiments as of applied on ORL face database
were also applied on PUT face images so firstly 1 scale of
DWT transformation was applied on face images, using
different wavelet filters, results are listed in Table III.
Performance of proposed approach was better with
PUT face images compared to ORL face images. Since
the size of PUT face images were higher than ORL face
images so SURF was able to extract enough features to
describe face images. For approximate subband image,
there was enough keypoints while in ORL it was zero
SURF points for all images in test and train sets.
TABLE III. RECOGNITION RATE OF 1-SCALE DWT-SURF USING
DIFFERENT WAVELET FILTERS FOR PUT DATABASE
Wavelet Filters
db1
db2
db3
db4
db5
haar

Figure 6. Performance of 1-scale DWT-SURF using ORL database.

The performance of our proposed approach was
completely different when Gabor Wavelets Transform
(GWT) was applied on face images before detecting and
describing features from face image. 1 scale and 8 angles
are used in the experiment setup. SURF algorithm was
applied on the magnitude of the 8 subband images of
GWT. Performance of proposed approach is compared
with SURF algorithm and shown in Table II.
With different number of images per subject in gallery
set, respond of our proposed approach was tested against
SURF. As shown in Fig. 7 there is an improvement in
GWT-SURF over SURF only. But for DWT-SURF, the
results were not good enough.

Recognition Rate (%)
87.05
84.77
83.16
83.36
86.99
87.05

Based on this, we used approximate, horizontal,
vertical and diagonal subband images of 2D-DWT
decomposition. For DWT algorithm we can conclude that
there is approximately ~1% difference between 1 scale
and 2-scales transformations. One can observe the
average performance differences from Fig. 8 which is
quite close to each other.

TABLE II. RECOGNITION RATES OF SURF AGAINST GWT-SURF FOR
ORL DATABASE
No. of Subjects
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

SURF
92.00
93.00
90.53
89.30
88.72
89.13
89.04
88.50

GWT-SURF
91.20
90.20
91.73
90.60
91.28
88.73
89.31
89.70

Figure 8. Performance of 2-scale DWT-SURF using PUT database.
TABLE IV. RECOGNITION RATES OF SURF AGAINST GWT-SURF FOR
PUT DATABASE
No. of Subjects
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

GWT + SURF
99.60
98.80
99.30
99.53
98.90
99.02
99.16
99.23
99.20
99.15
98.82

The performance of our proposed approach was much
better when we used Gabor Wavelets Transform (GWT)
on face images before detecting and describing features
from face image. 1 scale and 8 angles are used in the
experiment setup. SURF algorithm was applied on the
magnitude of the 8 subband images of GWT.

Figure 7. The performance of SURF, DWT-SURF and GWT-SURF
using different number of images per subject for ORL database.
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SURF
90.40
88.40
88.80
89.13
86.05
84.98
81.38
79.66
79.76
78.75
76.57
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Performance of proposed approach is compared with
SURF algorithm and shown in Table IV.
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Figure 9. The performance of SURF, DWT-SURF and GWT-SURF
using different number of images per subject for PUT database.
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set, respond of our proposed approach was tested against
SURF. As shown in Fig. 9 there is an improvement in
DWT-SURF and GWT-SURF over SURF only.
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